SPECIALTY WIRE RUNNING,
PUSHING & PULLING SYSTEMS

GrabbitTM Fiberglass Telescoping Poles
If you can touch the wire with the pole, you can GRABBIT!
The Grabbit series of telescoping poles are constructed of non-conductive, lightweight,
friction locking fiberglass. The tool is indispensable for running (pushing or pulling) wires
or cables through limited access areas and false ceilings.
The Grabbit is designed for both residential and commercial installations.
Included with each Grabbit is a handy snap-on light accessory for seeing in dimly lit areas.
Our patented Z-Tip wire “grabber” tip. The inner “V” of the Z-Tip has a double edge knife
designed to literally grab the wire insulation without cutting the actual metal wire, while
the outer “V” (without knife edge) is designed to push a wire loop. Also included with
each Grabbit is the J-Tip for handling wire loops or fishing tape.

• GR5 is made of five telescoping sections, reduces to only 14” when

compressed and weighs only 5.5 oz. When extended, the GR5 will reach 5 feet.

• GRMINI has eight sections, collapses to only 22” and weighs less than 1
pound. When extended, the GRMINI will reach 10 feet.

• GR12 is made of three sections, is just under 55” when collapsed and
weighs less than 3 pounds. When extended, the GR12 will reach 12 feet.

• GR18 has five sections and when collapsed is less than 58” and weighs
less than 5 pounds. When extended, the GR18 will reach 18 feet.

DESCRIPTION
GrabbitTM 5 ft Telescoping Pole
GrabbitTM Mini, 10 ft Telescoping Pole
GrabbitTM 12 ft Telescoping Pole
GrabbitTM 18 ft Telescoping Pole
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MODEL

LS-82-105
LS-82-110
LS-82-112
LS-82-118

GR5
GRMINI
GR12
GR18
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Grabbit

HEAVY DUTY WIRE RUNNING
Grabbit-5
5 ft. fully extended
Grabbit-5, 14”
compressed

Grabbit-18
58” compressed, 18 ft fully extended
GRL Clip-On
Flashlight
Z-Tip

!
TIP

J-Tip

SIGNATURE SERIES

Optional GRLC
Crutch Tip Caps for
the GR18

The Grabbit poles are great when working in residential attics or crawlspaces
when heat, bugs, nails or whatever are present. Limit your time in the space.
Simply run your wires and reach out and retrieve them from a distance in
a comfortable place. We recommend running all the wires first. You will be
amazed at how quickly you can retrieve them using the Grabbit Poles!

DESCRIPTION

PART NO.

MODEL

Replacement Z-Tip		
Replacement J-Tip		
GrabbitTM Clip-On Flashlight (2 pack)
GrabbitTM Clip-On Flashlight for the GR5
Cruch Tip Caps for the GrabbitTM 18

LS-82-350
LS-82-370
LS-82-390
LS-82-391
LS-82-380

ZTIP
JTIP
GRL
GRL5
GRLC

Videos for these products and more are available on YouTube:

Grabbit Mini: https://youtu.be/4DEZy3ixnGM
Grabbit Poles: https://youtu.be/jafkuCpMwzM
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